**TRANSPORT**
- Schools will organise their own forms of transport to and from the venue.
- Parents / Caregivers wishing to attend must park on the streets surrounding the High School and are **NOT** permitted to park in the Staff car park.
- All students to meet at Ballina High School Oval from 9.30am.
- Supervision will commence at 9.30am
- All students and teachers will assemble in front of the Recording desk at 9:45am for the official welcome, overview of the day and rules / out of bounds.
- ALL students leaving the carnival by private transport will need to see their Principal or Class Teacher to be “signed out”.

**CLOTHING**
- Each school will participate in their regular school sports uniform with the appropriate coloured name tag displayed on their shirt. Tags will be distributed to students by their school indicating their events for the day.
  
  **JUVENILE – RED**
  **JUNIOR – BLUE**
  **11 YEARS – YELLOW**
  **12/13 YEARS – GREEN**

- Students who are participating in high jump/long jump may wear skins or leggings under their school sports uniform. Students can change back into their school uniforms after each event.
- School hats only will be worn by all students during the carnival.
- Sunscreen should be applied at home, but there will be more available at the carnival.
- Make sure that all jumpers, track-pants, hats etc. are clearly labelled with the child’s name.
- Personal items brought at the owner’s own risk.
- Children who are **ASTHMATIC** must bring their inhaler with them to each event. Inhalers should be labelled with the child’s name.
- Children must wear shoes & socks during all events. *(This is a legal requirement.)*
- Spiked running shoes may be worn only in events where students are running in marked lanes (please see the event organisers on the day).

**AGE DIVISIONS**
- Age divisions – Juvenile (age 5, 6, 7), Junior (8, 9, 10), 11 Years and seniors (aged 12 & 13). These are the ages students will turn **by the end of 2015**.
- ALL students will compete in their age races and the distance event (400m for Juvenile and 800 for junior/senior). Age race finals will be run straight after the heats if there are more than 8 competitors.
- For all other events, only those students nominated from each school in Juvenile, Junior, 11 Years and Senior 200m, Long Jump and High Jump will compete.
- Junior and Senior relays are circular 4 x 100m. Juvenile relays are shuttle 4 x 50m.
- Novelty events will be conducted on/near the tracks for students not competing in other events during session 2.
PLACE WINNERS AND AGE CHAMPIONS
  • Shot Put and Discus events for Junior, 11 Years and Senior students will be held at individual schools. Nominations have been forwarded to Wardell P.S. and points automatically allocated towards overall age champions.
  • High Jump – no diving over the bar – IMMEDIATE DISQUALIFICATION. The Fosbury Flop is not to be used by participants unless they have been appropriately trained and have a letter from their coach indicated this (coaches qualifications to be included).
  • Individual ribbons for events will be awarded on the day if time permits.
  • Age Championship medallions will be forwarded to individual schools for distribution.
  • New Record certificates will be forwarded to schools for presentation.

OUT OF BOUNDS / DUTY OF CARE / CROWD CONTROL/LOST PROPERTY
  • Under no circumstance are students to go into the High School or the Car Park. - They are OUT OF BOUNDS.
  • Children must remain at their School’s Shade Tent, participating in Novelty games, at their scheduled field event or be watching their respective age group as spectators.
  • Toilet runs will be under the supervision of a nominated Teacher every 30 minutes as the facilities are key locked. Students are not permitted to go to the toilets by themselves.
  • Dangerous behaviours / inappropriate language / disobedience and rudeness IS NOT acceptable. Students who display these behaviours WILL be reported to the ‘Recording Desk’ and the appropriate disciplinary measures will be taken by the appropriate Principal.
  • First aid, lost property and general information will be available from the Recording Desk.

RAFFLE – Empire Vale PS

DRINKS AND SNACKS – Broadwater PS

   Cakes
   Chips
   Snacks
   Cold Drinks

CANTEEN – WARDELL

   Bacon and Egg sandwich - $3.50
   BBQ Sausage Sandwich - $2.50
   Hot buttered corn on the cob - $2.00
   Hot roast pork and gravy roll - $3.50
   Nori rolls - $2.50 each
   *Chicken, mayonnaise & lettuce or *Cucumber & avocado
   Tea, coffee, hot chocolate and milo $2.00

Best of luck to all schools and students.

D. Crealy
(On behalf of the organising schools - Wardell PS & Broadwater PS)

Please contact your school if you are able to volunteer some of your time to help out on the day.

Wardell P.S. 2014